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Abstract

While prior work shows that pre-trained
language models (PLMs) primarily emulate
knowledge of entailment relations using sur-
face heuristics, this paper examines whether
PLMs learn aspects of symbolic and first-order
logic relations as a side effect of learning word
prediction. We introduce Logic and Knowl-
edge Natural Language Inference (LAKNLI),
a new NLI task, and we probe two different
PLMs: one fine-tuned on NLI tasks and the
other without NLI fine-tuning. Results show
that PLMs are sometimes able to use logical
knowledge for word prediction, yet they still
rely heavily on heuristics. We also examine
the conditions under which PLMs succeed and
fail at utilizing logical relations.

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art language models often rely on sur-
face level heuristics (McCoy et al., 2019). This
is problematic when the heuristics make incorrect
predictions involving logical properties (e.g., mod-
els may predict that Either Alice knows Bob or
Carl knows Claire implies Bob or Carl knows
Claire). This paper examines whether language
models, can, in addition to surface level heuristics,
infer symbolic and first-order logic relations from
textual data. We introduce LAKNLI (Logic and
Knowledge Natural Language Inference), a new
probing dataset which assesses whether language
models can reason by using logical patterns to pre-
dict entailment relationships (without being explic-
itly trained on them). We also examine the condi-
tions under which BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), a
widely used pre-trained language model, succeeds
and fails at utilizing these logical relations.

2 LAKNLI

2.1 Overview of the Task and Dataset
In order to probe pre-trained language models
(PLMs) to examine their symbolic and first-order
logic reasoning abilities, we create a new prob-
ing task and dataset: LAKNLI (Logic and Knowl-
edge Natural Language Inference). When solving
LAKNLI, a language model needs to exploit the
logical connective in the premise to predict whether
a logical entailment exists between it and the hy-
pothesis.

The dataset is divided according to 7 logical
connectives (such as and, or, etc; full list given in
Appendix A). 20 premises are attributed to each
logical connective, where each premise is followed
by 4 different hypotheses:

• Premise (P): Some statement which is as-
sumed as true. The premise is structured ac-
cording to one of the deductive schemas given
in Appendix A. Example: Alice got home by
2PM and met Bob then.

• Direct Deduction (DD) The (word-for-word)
logical deduction, subject to one of the seven
deductive schemas, which logically follows
from the premise. A model should always
judge a DD hypothesis to be entailed from
the premise even if it solely relies on one of
our distractor heuristics (LO or SS; defined
below). Example: Alice got home by 2PM.
Alice met Bob at 2PM.

• Lexical Overlap (LO) Some (possibly non-
sense) bag-of-words reiterated from the
premise. The hypothesis does not logically
follow from the premise (Parikh et al., 2016).
Example: Alice met home by Bob.

• Subsequence Overlap (SS) A random se-
quence of consecutive words reiterated from
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the premise. The hypothesis does not logi-
cally follow from the premise (otherwise SS
and DD would be indistinguishable). Exam-
ple: 2PM and met Bob.

• Knowledge (K) A hypothesis which sig-
nificantly restricts lexical and subsequence
overlap, yet still logically follows from the
premise. A model will only judge K to be
entailed by the premise if the training text
statistics encode some of the logical subtleties
of natural language. Example: Someone saw
someone else in the afternoon.

Premise-Hypothesis (P-H) Entailment
Premise - Direct Deduction (P-DD) X
Premise - Lexical Overlap (P-LO) 7

Premise - Subsequence (P-SS) 7

Premise - Knowledge (P-K) X

Table 1: The entailment relations that a non-heuristic
based statistical learner should predict when probed on
LAKNLI.

Note that LO and SS hypotheses do not logically
contradict their corresponding premises. Rather,
it is not possible to derive a logical entailment re-
lation between an LO or SS hypothesis and the
corresponding premise.1

2.2 Distinguishing LAKNLI From Other
NLI Tasks and Datasets

While other resources provide related benefits to
LAKNLI, the structure of LAKNLI differs from
existing NLI tasks and datasets. HANS (McCoy
et al., 2019) contains LO and SS sentences which
are grammatically correct, while in LAKNLI there
is no requirement for the LO and SS sentences
to be grammatical nor make sense. In LAKNLI,
grammatical correctness is an additional heuristic
that models can use to determine the entailment
relation between a premise and its hypothesis. If
a model fails to classify LO and SS hypotheses as
being non-entailed from their premise, one should
question the model’s ability to accurately encode
formal properties of syntax.

SuperGLUE (Wang et al., 2019) is another re-
source which enables probing of a model’s sensi-
tivity to logical relations. However, SuperGLUE is

1In this paper, we use ‘P-X’ to indicate a premise-
hypothesis pair. We use ‘{X,Y} Z’ to indicate that a model
was trained on hypotheses of types X and Y and tested on
hypotheses of type Z.

not as narrowly targeted for the probing of logical
information as LAKNLI. In SuperGLUE, logical
connectives can appear in the premise for some
items and in the hypothesis for other items. In
LAKNLI, the main logical connective always oc-
curs in the premise. LAKNLI also attempts to
avoid any sentence ambiguity in terms of the main
logical connective and in terms of referent binding.

Lastly, the construction and use of knowledge
sentences (K) which minimize the utility of LO and
SS heuristics are unique to LAKNLI and, to our
knowledge, have not previously been used within
NLI tasks and datasets.

3 Probing BERT architectures

In this paper, we focus on probing the BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) architecture’s facility with logical
relations. Given BERT’s extensive pre-training
and success on many NLP tasks, the model can
provide an example of the kinds of analyses that
can be done with LAKNLI as well as providing
a solid baseline measure for other how well neu-
ral language models in general would perform on
LAKNLI. That is, if BERT can solve LAKNLI,
other neural language models may also be able to
solve this task. However, if BERT fails on this
task, perhaps other neural language models will
not be able to solve this task. We first use a BERT-
NLI model, which is fine-tuned on SNLI (Bowman
et al., 2015) and MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018),
to see whether BERT has the ability to use sym-
bolic logic to infer entailment even when fine-tuned
on the task. We then probe a non-fine tuned BERT-
base model on LAKNLI, to examine its capacity
to reason about and deduce textual inferences cor-
rectly without explicit NLI training.

4 BERT-NLI

4.1 Preprocessing
Given a premise and a hypothesis, BERT-NLI out-
puts the corresponding logical relations: entail-
ment, non-entailment, and neutral. We passed
all of the P-{DD,LO,SS,K} sentence pairs from
LAKNLI through BERT-NLI, but we coded neu-
tral outputs as non-entailment.

Since exact lexical and syntactic overlap occurs
between P and DD, any NLI-competent model
should mark the relationship of all P-DD sen-
tence pairs as entailment. However, BERT-NLI
did not mark all P-DD pairs as entailment (see
Appendix B), indicating a total failure to process
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Figure 1: BERT-NLI entailment relation prediction ac-
curacy when evaluated on a subset (492 P-H sentence
pairs) of LAKNLI.

Connective Accuracy
AND (conjunction) 89%
OR (disjunction) 50%
CON (conditional) 60%
ID (identity) 50%
UNI (universal) 50%
SYM (symmetry) 71%
TRN (transitivity) 58%

Table 2: BERT-NLI’s accuracy in predicting the entail-
ment relations of LAKNLI’s P-K sentences.

those items. Therefore, we removed all premises
and associated hypotheses in cases where P-DD
was predicted as non-entailment. This resulted in
removing 68 premise-hypothesis sets and preserv-
ing 492 premise-hypothesis sets.

4.2 Results and Discussion

The results (see Figure 1) parallel those of McCoy
and Linzen (2018) and indicate that BERT-NLI
primarily encodes entailment relations according
to subsequence overlap. BERT-NLI has the most
success at correctly predicting the entailment re-
lation between AND P-K sentences, achieving an
accuracy of 89% (see Table 2). Above chance per-
formance suggests that BERT-NLI encodes some
of the logical relations included in LAKNLI (AND,
CON, SYM, TRN).

5 BERT-base (uncased)

Since BERT-NLI only outputs one of three NLI
categories, we used BERT-base to conduct a more
thorough error analysis of the kinds of logical rela-
tions that can be inferred from text statistics.

We used a support-vector machine to probe
BERT. The [CLS] token in BERT encodes the over-
all meaning of each sentence, so we used each
layer’s encoding of the [CLS] token as the input to

our SVM. As only 560 P-H pairs are available in
LAKNLI, we used 5-fold cross-validation to train
3 different SVM probes (see Table 3).

Probe Name Trained On Tested On
{DD,LO} LO P-DD, P-LO P-LO
{DD,SS} SS P-DD, P-SS P-SS
{DD,K} K P-DD, P-K P-K

Table 3: Trained probes and their descriptions.

Remark Consider a probe of the form {A,B} C,
where A, B and C are some hypothesis types from
LAKNLI. If C=A or C=B (i.e. the test sentences
are of type A or B), the probe should predict 1 (an
entailment relation), otherwise, the probe should
predict 0 (a non-entailment relation). For exam-
ple, consider the {DD,LO} LO probe, which was
trained on P-DD and P-LO sentence pairs. Since
it was tested on P-LO sentence pairs, the probe
should output 1 for all of those items. If either P-
SS or P-K sentences (the item classes which were
not observed during probe training) are used during
testing of a {DD,LO} probe, it should output 0 for
all of those items.

We trained all probes on DD hypotheses in addi-
tion to another set of hypotheses, as DD hypotheses
have a common property with all LO, SS and K
hypotheses. That is, DD hypotheses include lexi-
cal and syntactic overlap with P (like LO and SS
hypotheses), yet are still logically entailed from P
(like K sentences, which do not include overlap).
Since P-K pairs contain minimal lexical overlap,
training probes on only P-K pairs could make the
probe negatively correlate lexical overlap with en-
tailment. That is, the probe could learn that lexical
overlap indicates non-entailment and vice-versa.
Our aim in training the probe on P-DD as well
as on P-K was to push the probe to identify more
generalizable knowledge within BERT (i.e. lex-
ical overlap can produce entailment under some
conditions).

5.1 Experiment #1
Training probes on contextualized embeddings can
yield high test accuracy even when embeddings do
not necessarily encode relevant information (He-
witt and Liang, 2019). Therefore, we defined two
tasks:

• The linguistic task tracked whether BERT
solved LAKNLI using logical relations. For
this task we used the {DD,K} K probe.
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(c) {DD,K} K

Figure 2: Percent of test items classified as containing an entailment relation across the linguistic and control task
probes.

• The control task tracked whether BERT
solved LAKNLI using surface heuristics. For
this task we used the {DD,LO} LO and
{DD,SS} SS probes.

Each of these probes was trained on the P-H
[CLS] embeddings from each of the 13 layers of
the model,2 and we tracked the flow of information
throughout each layer of BERT. Figure 2c shows
the number of linguistic task items classified as
having an entailment relation while Figures 2a and
2b show the percent of control task items classified
as having an entailment relation, for each logical
connective, across each layer of BERT-base.

5.1.1 Results and Discussion
All of the probes classified several items as exhibit-
ing entailment across all non-embedding layers for
both the linguistic and control tasks (see Figure 2).
These results replicate previous findings showing
that BERT relies on surface level heuristics (Mc-
Coy and Linzen, 2018; McCoy et al., 2019), but we
found that information about logical relations were
decodable from BERT’s internal representations as
well.

In order to determine whether BERT’s contex-
tualized embeddings encoded the semantics of
logical connectives or whether the trained probes
learned the logical connectives separately from
BERT, we measured the selectivity of the probing
task (Hewitt and Liang, 2019). However, we modi-
fied the original definition to fit our experiment:

Definition 1. selectivity = percent entailment of
{DD,K} K probe on layeri - max(percent entail-
ment of {DD,LO} LO probe on layeri, percent en-
tailment of {DD,SS} SS probe on layeri).

A positive selectivity score represents the degree
to which the probe tracked entailment relations
using logic rather than surface heuristics, while

2We denote the embedding layer as layer 0.

Figure 3: Probe selectivity computed by Definition 1.

the absolute value of a negative selectivity score
represents the degree to which the probe tracked
entailment relations using surface heuristics rather
than logic (see Figure 3 and Appendix C).

A selectivity score of 1 would indicate that
BERT solved LAKNLI using only logical under-
standing and knowledge. While this was not what
we observed, our results still confirm that BERT
was able to track entailment relations and encode
some symbolic and first-order reasoning properties
when solving LAKNLI (represented by a positive
selectively score, with some exceptions where the
selectivity scores are negative).

Our results offer a counterpoint to McCoy et al.
(2019) who claimed that BERT primarily encodes
entailment relations according to surface heuristics.
We confirmed that BERT uses surface heuristics
but sometimes also encodes knowledge and logical
reasoning, though it was trained solely on text data.

5.2 Experiment #2
In order to examine how BERT distinguishes be-
tween knowledge and surface heuristic hypotheses,
we trained three more probes (see Table 4). The
percent of test items the probes classified as entail-
ment can be seen in Figure 4.

The goal of this analysis was to identify the spe-
cific features encoded by BERT that can distinguish
the hypotheses from one another. Lexical overlap
is one obvious difference, which we controlled for
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(b) {K} SS
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Figure 4: Percent of test sentence pairs that are classified as having an entailment relation when trained on K
sentences and tested on LO, SS and K.

Probe Name Trained On Tested On
{K} LO P-K P-LO
{K} SS P-K P-SS
{K} K P-K P-K

Table 4: Trained probes and their descriptions

in the previous analysis by including DD hypothe-
ses in each probe training set. By removing DD
hypotheses from the probe training sets in this anal-
ysis, we anticipated that the probes would learn a
negative correlation between lexical overlap and
logical entailment. However, we also expected that
the probes would help us identify other encoded
features that distinguish between knowledge-based
properties and surface layer heuristics.

5.2.1 Results and Discussion
The {K} K probe (Figure 4c) performed substan-
tially above chance after layer 4. The high per-
centage of items classified as containing an entail-
ment relation in the intermediate and upper lay-
ers suggests that BERT was able to exploit logi-
cal connectives to correctly determine entailment
relations. This result is consistent with previous
observations that BERT’s intermediate and upper
layers can encode semantic meaning (Jawahar et al.,
2019), though it may also indicate the availability
of input features at higher layers of BERT (we ex-
plore this more at the end of this section).

The {K} LO (Figure 4a) and {K} SS (Figure
4b) probes should have achieved 0 percent entail-
ment classification across all layers, for each log-
ical connective. When trained on P-K pairs, the
probe should not have been able to deduce an entail-
ment relation between the P-LO and P-SS sentence
pairs. While only a small percentage of items were
classified as containing entailment relations in lay-
ers 6-12, the lower 6 layers still classified 30% of
test items as entailment relations. That the probes

marked entailment relations between premises and
(sometimes ungrammatical) hypotheses suggests
that BERT does not use syntax and grammar as
a heuristic to encode logical entailment relations.
While BERT has the ability to handle subject-verb
agreement, learn rich syntactic features from mid-
dle layers and encode the most information regard-
ing linear word order in lower layers (Goldberg,
2019; Jawahar et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2020) our
results should cause one to question BERT’s under-
standing of natural language grammar properties.

In order to determine how much more BERT
was able to distinguish knowledge hypotheses (K)
from their corresponding lexical and subsequence
overlap hypotheses (LO, SS), we again used selec-
tivity (although modified slightly from Definition
1):
Definition 2. selectivity = percent entailment clas-
sification of {K} K probe on layeri - max(percent
entailment classification of {K} LO probe on
layeri , percent entailment classification of {K} SS
probe on layeri).

Figure 5: Probe selectivity scores computed by Defini-
tion 2.

Per Figure 5, the probe was best able to distin-
guish between knowledge and surface heuristics
within layers 5 - 10 (see Figure 5 and Appendix
C). This result aligns with our previous selectivity
results (Figure 3 and Figure 8), which indicated
that the probe was able to decode logical relations
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from BERT’s representations mainly in the inter-
mediate (and some upper) levels. We hypothesize
that this was most likely due to BERT encoding
some properties of syntactic structures primarily in
lower layers (used for LO and SS sentences) and
encoding semantic and pragmatic information in in-
termediate and upper layers (used for K sentences).

As noted earlier, the high selectivity scores may
have been due to a lack of lexical overlap between
the premise and knowledge hypotheses. To explore
the influence of lexical overlap on the probe, we
trained an additional {K} DD probe (see Figure 6).

Probe Name Trained On Tested On
{K} DD P-K P-DD

Table 5: Trained probe and its description.
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Figure 6: Percent of test items classified as containing
an entailment relation by a {K} DD probe.

The {K} DD probe should have achieved near
100 percent entailment classification across all lay-
ers. However, as seen in Figure 6, this did not
occur, which indicates that a probe trained solely
on K sentences will learn entailment based on the
lack of surface level heuristics. However, a probe
trained on both DD and K sentences (that is, a
probe trained equally on sentences with and with-
out surface level overlap), can produce more gen-
eralizable entailment predictions, independent of
lexical overlap, as seen in Figure 2c.

Therefore, one potential solution to ensure accu-
rate probing results is to train probes on data that
contains a balance of surface features and knowl-
edge features. Furthermore, adding contradictory
knowledge hypotheses to LAKNLI would enable
researchers to calculate precision and recall scores,
which would give a better indication as to whether
a probe solves LAKNLI using logical relations.

6 Error Analyses

We next conducted qualitative analyses, where,
when applicable, we categorized P-K sentence
pairs from LAKNLI according to an error type.
All analyses used data from the {K} K probe in
Section 5.2.3 Below are the error types we used,
followed by their descriptions and a sample P-K
sentence pair:

• Visual Reasoning (VR) Sentences which re-
quire an analytic understanding of phrases re-
lated to spatial reasoning, such as left of, in
front of, behind, between etc. Example: P: If
Alice is next to Bob, Bob is to the right of Carl.
Alice is next to Bob→ K: Carl is to the left of
someone.

• Common Knowledge (CK) Sentences which
should be generally understood without any
specialized knowledge. Example: P: Alice
is friends with Bob→ K: Alice and Bob both
like each other.

• World Knowledge (WK) Sentences which
require general knowledge about entities
(such as animals, geographic locations, etc.)
in the real world. Example: P: Every boy
who likes Alice is in New York City. Bob likes
Alice→ K: Bob is in North America.

AND OR CON ID UNI SYM TRN TOTAL
VR 4 3 2 1 2 0 7 19
CK 7 3 8 8 9 14 10 59
WK 5 3 5 7 6 1 2 29

Table 6: Number of P-K sentence pairs tagged accord-
ing to an error type within LAKNLI.

Visual Reasoning Prior visual commonsense
reasoning (VCR) tasks such as NLVR (Suhr et al.,
2017) have some similarities to LAKNLI, although
we only probed PLMs on textual data. Our goal
was to examine PLMs’ inferential understanding
of object relations through the use of non-visually
grounded language and analytic consequences (e.g.,
X is to the right of Y ⇐⇒ Y is to the left of X).

Sentences which are tagged as VR within
LAKNLI can be further classified according to the
reasoning phrase involved. Such reasoning phrases
and their frequencies are: next to (5), right of / left
of (9), in front of / behind (5), on top of / below (3),
north of / south of (1).

3Within this section the phrase the probe refers to the
{K} K probe.
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The probe seemed to struggle with understand-
ing analytic consequences including right of/left of
(e.g., X is to the right of Y ⇐⇒ Y is to the left of
X), on top of/below (e.g., X is on top of Y ⇐⇒
Y is below X), and in front of/behind (e.g., X is in
front of Y ⇐⇒ Y is behind X) in lower layers.
However, from layer 4 and above, the degree of
error substantially decreased, with only 1 error in
layers 4, 5, 6 and 8 and 2 errors in layer 7. This re-
sult suggests that BERT was able to perform best at
a visual reasoning task between layers 4-8, which
aligns with the results from Section 5.2.

The majority of incorrect entailment predictions
in the upper layers (9-12) required understanding
the relationship between left and right. Even in
upper layers, which are supposedly more pragmati-
cally advanced (Tenney et al., 2019), BERT was not
fully able to understand such spatial implications.

In terms of logical connectives, it is possible
that BERT also encodes the semantics of the bi-
conditional deductive schema (which is not one of
the seven deductive schemas included in LAKNLI)
from layer 4 upwards, since the probe correctly
predicted the majority of visual reasoning phrases
which involved analytic consequences. However,
due to the small size of LAKNLI, and since BERT
did not encode the pragmatic relationship between
left and right, future work should probe BERT on
larger visual reasoning datasets with an emphasis
on analytic consequences.

Common Knowledge Common knowledge rea-
soning tasks require language models to understand
general scenarios that humans intuitively under-
stand (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016; Zellers et al.,
2018; LoBue and Yates, 2011).

For the error analysis, we further subcategorized
CK P-K sentence pairs into the following types:
Description (sentences which include a general
description about an individual or circumstance),
General Action (sentences which involve an indi-
vidual doing an action), Spatial Relation (sentences
with phrases that impose a spatial relation between
at least two entities yet do not require a language
model to solve a visual reasoning task), Time (sen-
tences which refer to specific and/or general times
of the day).

While many errors occurred with no particular
pattern in the lower layers (1-3), BERT seems able
to encode information regarding spatial relations
in these lower layers, particularly understanding
phrases such as in proximity, near, adjacent, is in.

BERT seemed to encode general descriptions from
layer 6 and above, with the probe classifying 100%
of the test items as entailment relations within lay-
ers 7-11.

The probe also struggled to correctly predict the
entailment relations of some general action P-K
sentence pairs, particularly in lower layers 1-4 and
in upper layers 9, 11-12 despite classifying a large
number of items as entailment relations in the in-
termediate (and one upper) layers 6-8, 10. The
probe incorrectly predicted the entailment relations
of the following two general action P-K sentence
pairs (a) P: Alice is at home. If Bob walks to the
park then Alice walks to the park. Bob walks to the
park. → K: Alice leaves her house, (b) P: Alice
is at home. Alice walks to the park with Bob. Bob
walks to the park with Carl. → K: Alice leaves
her house in layers 1-4, 11, 12 and 1-5, 9-12, re-
spectively. Since these were the only P-K sentence
pairs in which the displacement of an agent from
one location to another was apparent, it is plausi-
ble that BERT fails to understand such a relation.
This hypothesis is supported by Forbes et al. (2019)
who highlighted BERT’s struggle to reason about
objects and properties in the physical world.

BERT’s understanding of time was inconsistent,
with low entailment accuracy in the higher layers
of the model. The probe incorrectly predicted the
entailment relations of two P-K sentence pairs in
layers 7, 9-12 and layers 9-10, which required the
model to understand that eating at 2PM is associ-
ated with lunch time. These initial results correlate
with those of (Han et al., 2019) that BERT em-
beddings do not achieve high accuracy at temporal
relation extraction tasks. While their testing sen-
tences included phrases which were indicative of
temporal relations, the sentences in LAKNLI make
use of numerical symbols to denote time (e.g., eats
lunch at 2PM). Therefore, it may be that the probe
incorrectly predicted some entailment relations due
to BERT struggling to encode numerical symbols
(Wallace et al., 2019).

World Knowledge For this analysis, world
knowledge P-K sentence pairs were further sub-
categorized into three types: Location (sentences
which include relations between cities, countries
and continents), Eco-Systems (sentences which re-
quire an understanding of the basic facts of nature),
Languages (sentences which require an understand-
ing of the common facts about languages and where
they are typically spoken).
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The probe correctly predicted the entailment re-
lations of language P-K sentence pairs such as P:
If Alice studies French, Bob studies Italian and no
other languages. Alice studies French and English
and Spanish→ K: Bob has knowledge of the lan-
guage spoken in Venice throughout all of BERT’s
layers, suggesting that BERT encodes where cer-
tain languages are commonly spoken. This was
supported by the probe correctly predicting the
entailment relation of P: Alice studies either En-
glish or French and Bob either studies English or
Spanish. Neither Alice nor Bob study English→
K: Alice and Bob both learn a Romance language
in all layers, which indicates that perhaps BERT
knows that French and Spanish are both considered
Romance languages. This suggests that BERT may
be encoding properties of set-theoretic member-
ship (e.g., Spanish ∈ Romance languages, French
∈ Romance languages).

Half of the eco-system P-K sentence pairs re-
quired understanding common features of sea crea-
tures, such as their abilities to swim or live in water.
The probe correctly predicted the entailment rela-
tions of all those P-K sentence pairs in layers 1-8,
yet struggled in upper layers (9, 11-12). This re-
sult aligns with recent work by Singh et al. (2020)
which stressed that many of the intermediate layers
contain knowledge-based information that is not
included in the final layer.

7 Conclusions

Our work shows that BERT encodes some sym-
bolic and first-order logic relations after training on
only textual information. Despite lexical overlap
having a large effect, we find that SVM probes of
BERT trained on LAKNLI’s knowledge sentences
still achieve high NLI accuracy. It is therefore pos-
sible that the text statistics encode enough about
symbolic logic relations for BERT to use these
relations to solve NLI tasks. However, since text-
trained models are likely unable to effectively learn
reference (Merrill et al., 2021), future work must
be done to determine the extent of symbolic un-
derstanding possible in models that lack reference.
We hope that the LAKNLI dataset can help further
investigate this question.
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A LAKNLI’s Logical Deductive Schema
Templates

The seven logical connectives and their deductive
schemas are defined below in the Fitch format.
This demonstrates (1) the crossover between
zeroth/first-order logic and equivalence relations
within natural language (the main logical connec-
tive is bolded within P) and (2) the relationship
between premises and the 4 different hypotheses
(DD, LO, SS, K) subject to each logical connective:

And (conjunction) Elim (AND)

1 A ∧B

2 A ∧Elim(1)

3 B ∧Elim(1)

Sample AND Sentences
P Alice is friends with Bob and Alice is not friends
with Carl.
DD Alice is friends with Bob. Alice is not friends
with Carl.
LO Bob is friends with Carl.
SS Bob and Alice is not friends with Carl.
K Alice knows two people.

Or (disjunction) Elim (OR)
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1 A ∨B

2 ¬A
3 A

4 ⊥ ⊥Intro(2, 3)
5 B ⊥Elim(4)

6 B

7 B Reit(6)

8 B Or − Elim(1, 3− 5, 6− 7)

Sample OR Sentences
P Alice is at home. Either Alice walks to the park
or Bob walks to the park. Alice does not walk to
the park.
DD Bob walks to the park.
LO Home walks to the park.
SS to the park or Bob walks.
K A man does not remain in his current state.

Conditional Elim (CON)

1 A→ B

2 A

3 B → Elim(1, 2)

Sample CON Sentences
P If Alice attends the party Bob attends the party.
Alice attends the party.
DD Bob attends the party.
LO Attends Alice the party.
SS The party Bob attends.
K Two people attend an event.

Identity Elim (ID)

1 b = f(a)

2 P (f(a))

3 P (b) = Elim(1, 2)

Sample ID Sentences
P Bob is Alice’s uncle. Alice’s uncle is in New
York City.
DD Bob is in New York City.
LO New York City is Alice’s uncle.
SS Uncle is in New York City.
K Somebody is in North America.

Universal Elim (UNI)

1 ∀x(P (x, a)→ Q(x))

2 P (b, a)

3 P (b, a)→ Q(b) ∀Elim(1)

4 Q(b) → Elim(2, 3)

Sample UNI Sentences
P Every boy who likes Alice is in New York City.
Bob likes Alice.
DD Bob is in New York City.
LO New York City is Alice.
SS Alice is in New.
K Somebody is in North America.

Symmetry (SYM)

1 A ∼ B

2 B ∼ A

Sample SYM Sentences
P Alice’s party outfit is similar to Bob’s shirt.
DD Bob’s shirt is similar to Alice’s party outfit.
LO Bob’s outfit is similar to Alice’s party.
SS Party outfit is similar to Bob’s.
K Two people have comparable clothing.

Transitivity (TRN)

1 A ∼ B

2 B ∼ C

3 A ∼ C

Sample TRN Sentences
P Alice’s party is north of Bob’s party. Bob’s
party is north of Carl’s party.
DD Alice’s party is north of Carl’s party.
LO Alice’s party is Bob’s party.
SS Bob’s party is north.
K Carl’s event is located in a southern location
compared to Alice’s event.

We avoided using negation (¬), except when nec-
essary (e.g. in the OR deductive schema), as it is
often used as a heuristic by PLMs to infer a non-
entailment relation between a premise and a hypoth-
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esis (McCoy and Linzen, 2018). However, consid-
ering that negation changes the semantics of univer-
sal quantifiers (e.g. ¬∀xP (x) ⇐⇒ ∃x¬P (x)),
conditionals (e.g. Modus Tollens P → Q,¬Q ∴
¬P ) and conjunctions/dijunctions (¬(A∧B) ⇐⇒
¬A ∨ ¬B) amongst other logical connectives, we
leave it for future work to determine a more so-
phisticated approach for probing PLM’s abilities to
understand first-order equivalences involving nega-
tion.

B BERT-NLI Preprocessing results
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Figure 7: BERT-NLI entailment relation prediction
accuracy across all 560 P-H sentence pairs from
LAKNLI.

C Selectivity Scores
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Figure 8: Probe selectivity scores computed by Definition 1.

Figure 9: Probe selectivity scores computed by Definition 2.
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